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7 of 7 review helpful It s brilliant no other word would do this novel justice By Gisela Hausmann Even though Jack 
Engelhard s fast paced story lines are legendary reading The Bathsheba Deadline s feels even faster Engelhard the 
master story teller allows the reader to dive into the world of newspaper publishing Reading his book feels like 
participating in a grand black and white movie no special effec Bestselling novelist Jack Engelhard Indecent Proposal 
has produced a heroic work of literature This is a superb gutsy novel The Bathsheba Deadline is a newsroom thriller 
ripped from the headlines The present day action takes place in a Manhattan newsroom where three leading journalists 
find themselves caught in a sizzling three way love triangle that may lead to murder in the Middle East Israel You will 
never forget Jay Garfield and you absolute About the Author Jack Engelhard rsquo s international bestselling novel 
Indecent Proposal has been translated into more than 22 languages and turned into a Paramount movie starring Robert 
Redford and Demi Moore Engelhard rsquo s books have been p 
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